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This brand new textbook created for the 2017 specification 
helps students develop an understanding of global politics 
using a range of features.
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Chapter 4

Global governance: economic

Getting you started

The global financial crisis: a failure of 

economic global governance?

In 2008, a deep recession in the USA brought about a worldwide economic 

downturn, the worst since the Great Depression in the 1930s. The crisis was 

exactly the kind of situation that the intergovernmental organisations (IGOs) 

such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank had been 

founded to deal with. An economic crisis had spread beyond any single nation-

state and it required the collective action of many states to bring the world 

economy back from the brink. Exactly how well did these IGOs respond and 

could they have done more to prevent the financial crisis in the first place?

One of the key causes of the financial crisis was a lack of strict regulations in 

the global financial system. Many economists concluded that banks were able to 

take too many risks, lending large amounts that borrowers eventually could 

Learning outcomes

By the end of this chapter you should be able to understand: 

■ the role and significance of key economic intergovernmental organisations 

(IGOs) including the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

and the World Trade Organization (WTO)

■ the role and significance of the G7/8 and the G20 in economic global 

governance
■ the significance of world trade in global politics and how it is managed

■ the causes of poverty and how it is measured

■ the effectiveness of attempts to resolve poverty

■ the impact of globalisation on world poverty

A managing director leads the IMF. As of 2017, this is the former French 

Minister of Finance Christine Lagarde. The managing director makes frequent 

interventions and commentary on the global economy as a whole, and the 

economic fortunes of IMF member countries. During the 2016 referendum on 

the UK’s membership of the EU, the IMF and Lagarde provoked criticism from 

the Leave campaign by publishing a report a week before the referendum, 

predicting that Brexit would lead to increased inflation and reduce the UK’s 

GDP by 5.5%, pushing the UK into recession. Critics argued that this was an 

unnecessary interference in a decision that should have been left to the British 

people. On the other hand, others argue that the IMF acts as a useful additional 

source of economic advice and forecasting to help states and their populations 

make informed decisions.

Table 4.1 IMF functions

Functions How it does this

Surveillance 
and 
monitoring

Reviews country policies and national, regional and global economic and financial developments through a 

formal system known as surveillance. The IMF advises its 189 member countries, encouraging policies that 

foster economic stability, reduce vulnerability to economic and financial crises, and raise living standards. 

Lending A member country may request IMF financial assistance if it suffers or is likely to suffer a debt crisis — that is, 

if it lacks or potentially lacks sufficient financing on affordable terms to meet its net international payments 

(e.g. imports, external debt redemptions).

Capacity 
building

IMF experts provide training to member countries to help them manage their economy more effectively. For 

example, experts on tax collection may advise a state that is not taxing its population adequately on how to 

implement a fair and effective taxation system. It has established Regional Training Centres in Africa to help 

build expertise in Sub-Saharan African states.

Resources
The main source of the IMF’s financial resources comes from payments made 

to the Fund by its member countries. These so-called quotas broadly reflect 

members’ relative position and wealth in the world economy. The IMF increased 

the amount of funds available for lending to its member countries in 2008 in 

response to the global financial crisis, with member countries asked to pay more 

in their quotas. Box 4.1 gives an indication of the funds available to the IMF and 

where it has focused most of its lending.

The IMF has been criticised for being undemocratic, as voting power is 

weighted according to how much states contribute financially in the quota. This 

means that the most economically powerful states pay the most to the IMF and 

in return are allocated more power over decision making. 

One argument is that it is legitimate that those states which contribute 

the most have influence over how their contributions are allocated. Less 

economically powerful and less developed states argue that this leads to the 

powerful states dominating the goals, terms and conditions of the IMF’s lending. 

Box 4.1 IMF resources and current loans, 2016

The following is a list of IMF resources and current loans.

■ Additional pledged or committed resources: US$668 billion

■ Committed amounts under current lending arrangements (as of 9 August 2016): US$159 billion, of which 

US$144 billion has not been drawn

■ Biggest borrowers (amounts outstanding as of August 2016): Greece, Pakistan, Portugal, Ukraine

■ Biggest precautionary loans (amounts agreed as of August 2016): Colombia, Mexico, Morocco, Poland

Source: www.imf.org/external/np/exr/map/lending/

Distinguish between

Fixed exchange rate and floating exchange rate

Fixed exchange rate

■ The value of currencies participating in a fixed exchange rate are tied to 

one currency (for example, the US dollar). 

■ If the US dollar rises in value, all the currencies tied to the US dollar will 

also match this rise.

Floating exchange rate

■ The value of a currency changes according to how much of that currency 

foreign exchange traders buy or sell.

■ Foreign exchange traders tend to invest in a state’s currency when the 

economy is doing, or predicted to do, well.

Activity

Do the objectives and 

activities of the IMF conform 

more to a liberal or realist 

view of global politics? Draw 

up arguments for each view.

Key term

Currency  The money 

in circulation within a 

nation-state or region. For 

example, the British Pound 

Sterling is the national 

currency of the UK.
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What you should know

Having read this chapter, you should have knowledge and understanding of the following:

■ Global economic governance efforts began with the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. Since then, the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and World Trade Organization (WTO) have been the principal 

means of coordinating efforts to bring about global economic development, promote free trade and reduce 

poverty.
■ The WTO at one time worked effectively to reduce trade barriers and protectionism. As it has grown larger, it 

has become more difficult to find global agreement on further extending global free trade.

■ The IMF provides an essential safety net for states when they get into economic difficulty. States are working 

together to ensure that they limit the wider negative impact of states’ economic difficulties. The IMF has 

sometimes been criticised for demanding that states comply with their recommendations in return for loans, 

creating a clash with state sovereignty.

■ There is still a divide between the richest and the poorest states. Global inequality between states and within 

states is rising. World-systems theory argues that the richest states are trapping the poorer states in a cycle 

of dependency, which prevents poorer states from catching up.

Further reading

Collier, P. (2008) The Bottom Billion, Oxford University Press.

Easterly, W. (2007) White Man’s Burden, Oxford University Press.

Moyo, D. (2010) Dead Aid, Penguin.

Sachs, J. (2005) The End of Poverty, Penguin.

■ Opening markets to foreign investors clearly aids in boosting foreign direct 

investment, but can also expose fragile economies to the effects of foreign 

economic crises.

■ There is a fundamental clash with state sovereignty, particularly if an SAP is 

at odds with the policies that a democratic government has been elected to 

implement.

Case study

The IMF and the Greece debt crisis

Greece has been a major recipient of loans from the 

IMF. The country had accumulated large debts in the 

international financial markets due to high public 

spending and low GDP growth. As the world banking 

system froze in response to the global financial crisis, 

heavily indebted Greece was unable to make repayments 

and defaulted on its debts.

The so-called ‘Troika’ of the ECB, the European 

Commission and the IMF decided that the impact of the 

Greek debt crisis could spread within the euro currency 

zone and a rescue package was needed. In 2010, the first 

package of €110 billion to Greece was approved.

In return, the Troika demanded that Greece implement 

austerity measures to reduce public spending and 

privatise expensive state-owned assets. The Troika 

negotiated a 50% reduction (a so-called ‘haircut’) on the 

amount Greece owed to private banks.

By 2014, with two bailouts and a deepening economic 

recession and rising unemployment, the anti-austerity 

party Syriza won a snap general election. This now 

pitched a legitimately and democratically elected party 

rejecting austerity measures against the Troika, which 

was demanding austerity measures as its condition 

for keeping the Greek economy afloat. This prompted 

attempts to renegotiate the conditions, and represented 

a unique clash between political and economic IGOs and 

state sovereignty. 

When renegotiations between the Syriza government and 

the Troika broke down, Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras called 

a referendum, asking the Greek people directly whether 

they supported the conditions of the bailout package. The 

people overwhelmingly rejected the package, by 61% to 

39%.

In 2015, Greece failed to make a payment to the IMF, 

the first developed country to fail to do so. Banks closed 

as fears grew that Greece would leave the Eurozone 

(so-called ‘Grexit’) and cash machines were limited to 

withdrawals of €60 per day. Ultimately, the imperative 

of preventing Grexit prevailed, with a new bailout deal 

agreed later in 2015 in order to keep the Greek economy 

afloat.

Debate

Is the IMF a force for good in the world economy?

Force for good
■ The IMF gives loans to states and helps to reduce their 

likelihood of falling into economic recession.

■ The IMF helps to prevent economic difficulties in one state 

from spreading to others.

■ Pooling of funds as a fundamental liberal idea for many 

states to contribute to helping those in need is a good thing, 

providing a clear framework for states to help each other.

■ The IMF provides an independent monitor of states, 

economies, helping states to identify threats and 

opportunities.

■ The IMF helps to encourage states to reform their 

economies to an economic model that has delivered 

considerable economic growth in most developed states.

Not a force for good

■ The IMF forces states to comply with SAPs 

in a way that interferes with sovereignty. It 

relentlessly promotes a neo-liberal, Western-

dominated economic model.

■ SAPs do not benefit the poorest, but boost 

corporate profits and serve the interests of 

developed states. 

■ The IMF failed to predict and prevent the global 

financial crisis in 2008 by failing to challenge 

reckless lending and inadequate regulation of 

global financial institutions.

■ The IMF was unable to prevent the spread of 

the global financial crisis.

Exam focus

Short-answer questions

 1 Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the International Monetary Fund.

 2 Analyse the extent to which the World Trade Organization is no longer fit for purpose.

 3 Examine the claim that the G7/8 and G20 are more effective than formal international governmental 

organisations.

Long-answer questions

 1 To what extent do you agree that economic global governance is failing when it is needed most?

 2 Evaluate the claim that there is a link between globalisation and poverty.

 3 To what extent are nation-states better able than other actors in global politics to solve the challenges of 

economic globalisation?

Learning 
outcomes 
A summary of the 
learning objectives 
for each chapter.

Key terms 
Concise definitions 
of key terms where 
they first appear.

Distinguish between 
A clarification of the difference 
between two commonly confused 
concepts or institutions.

Content boxes 
Outlining key facts.

Case study 
Topical examples 
to use in essays.

Debate 
The two sides of 
a controversial 
question set 
out to hone 
evaluation skills.

What you should know 
A summary at the end of 
the chapter against which 
students can check their 
knowledge.

Exam focus 
Practice exam 
questions at the end 
of each chapter.

Get the most 
from this book

Special features
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Chapter 4

Global governance: economic

Getting you started

The global financial crisis: a failure of 
economic global governance?
In 2008, a deep recession in the USA brought about a worldwide economic 
downturn, the worst since the Great Depression in the 1930s. The crisis was 
exactly the kind of situation that the intergovernmental organisations (IGOs) 
such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank had been 
founded to deal with. An economic crisis had spread beyond any single nation-
state and it required the collective action of many states to bring the world 
economy back from the brink. Exactly how well did these IGOs respond and 
could they have done more to prevent the financial crisis in the first place?

One of the key causes of the financial crisis was a lack of strict regulations in 
the global financial system. Many economists concluded that banks were able 
to take too many risks, lending large amounts that borrowers eventually could 
not pay back. Both states and the world’s economic IGOs had shown no desire 
for a global effort to tackle this lack of regulation. Indeed, there was general 
agreement that minimal regulation was to the benefit of the world economy.

The IMF admitted that it had failed to see the global financial crisis coming.  
It did not see the risks that dangerous levels of lending in the USA posed. 
In fact, until April 2007, the IMF was forecasting that ‘world growth would 
continue to be strong’. Many have since criticised the IMF’s monitoring of the 
global financial system’s health as being too reliant on self-assessment by states 
of their own financial position. Monitoring — or surveillance, as the IMF calls it 
— is a key part of its role.

Economists have also blamed a global imbalance between states in the world 
economy. For example, China held a large currency surplus and its financial 
institutions were able to lend easily to the USA, which was running a large 
deficit. This imbalance ultimately led to large amounts of lending and created 
an economic bubble in which house prices rose quickly. When house prices fell, 

Learning outcomes
By the end of this chapter you should be able to understand: 
■ the role and significance of key economic intergovernmental organisations 

(IGOs) including the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
and the World Trade Organization (WTO)

■ the role and significance of the G7/8 and the G20 in economic global 
governance

■ the significance of world trade in global politics and how it is managed
■ the causes of poverty and how it is measured
■ the effectiveness of attempts to resolve poverty
■ the impact of globalisation on world poverty

Key term

Currency  The money 
in circulation within a 
nation-state or region. For 
example, the British Pound 
Sterling is the national 
currency of the UK.
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mortgage holders could not pay back loans that had become more valuable 
than their homes, creating the so-called ‘credit crunch’.

Could economic global governance have 
prevented the 2008 economic crisis?
Could economic global governance have done anything to prevent this 
situation? A combination of global agreement and enthusiasm among states 
for such an economic model and a lack of any forecasting that this economic 
model might risk a global economic downturn makes this unlikely. The global 
imbalance also created a complex interdependence between a Chinese economy 
with enormous capacity to lend and a US economy with an enormous need for 
loans.

Did global economic governance do any better once the crisis had hit? 
Informal forums, including the G20, provided an essential means by which the 
world’s most economically powerful states could discuss measures to tackle the 
crisis. The London G20 summit in 2009 saw states take important decisions to 
inject capital into their banking systems in order to prevent the entire global 
banking system from collapse. This was arguably the most important action 
taken to resolve the crisis, as it provided protection to banks that were regarded 
as too important to be allowed to fail. Most states took this action themselves. 
For example, the UK government decided to place one failing private bank, the 
Royal Bank of Scotland, under state ownership. The USA took the same measure 
to save the banks Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Both bailouts cost national 
government billions. 

The IMF mobilised its funds to lend up to US$700 billion to states that were 
most affected by the downturn, including Greece, Portugal and Spain. It also 
required states to donate more to IMF funds, to act as a ‘firewall’ in order to 
prevent future crises from spreading. Belatedly, the IMF also supported tougher 
regulation of the banking sector, which many states agreed to. The World 
Bank tripled its lending, primarily to middle-income states, in order to prevent 
prolonged economic recession spreading further in the global economy.

The global financial crisis of 2008 was the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression
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The global financial crisis was a crucial test for global economic governance. 
The IMF and the World Bank played a significant role in resolving the financial 
crisis but, ultimately, nation-states played a larger role in bailing out failing 
banks and reforming their own systems of financial regulation. The crisis 
demonstrates the complex network of actors involved in economic global 
governance and the impact that an economic shock in one state can have 
globally.

What is economic global governance and why is it needed?
In an interdependent world, states need to work together on economic 
matters as well as political matters. Globalisation has quickened this process. 
International trade has increased as communications and transport have linked 
states more easily. The number of states involved in international trade has also 
increased. The impact, both positive and negative, of individual states’ economic 
fortunes is increasingly felt in other states. 

The Bretton Woods Conference
The need for more effective economic global governance was first seen close to 
the end of the Second World War at the Bretton Woods Conference, held in the 
USA in 1944. The 44 nations of the Second World War Allies met in a remote 
mountain resort in New Hampshire, to consider how the world’s financial 
systems and trade could be managed in peacetime. Many of today’s global 
economic governance institutions were founded at the Conference, including the 
IMF and the World Bank.

There was also agreement among the Allies that economic pressures had 
played a part in the rise of fascism in Germany, where the Nazi Party had 
mobilised a domestic financial crisis as a rallying issue. Just as the world had 
turned to the League of Nations and then the United Nations (UN) for political 
global governance, so economists of the Allied nations began to think about 
how greater international order could be brought to the global economic order. 

The aims of the Bretton Woods Conference were to:
■ create an agreed system of rules for international economic matters, 

including world trade
■ stabilise world currencies and reduce wide fluctuations in the value of 

currencies
■ avoid a repeat of the Great Depression that occurred in the 1930s
■ bolster capitalism against the rise of communism as a competing economic 

model in the Soviet Union

The Bretton Woods Conference created the following economic global 
governance IGOs and arrangements:
■ The IMF in 1947, which established the US dollar as the basis on which all 

other states’ currencies would be valued, thereby stabilising world currencies 
from major fluctuations in their value.

■ The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (later known as 
the World Bank) in 1946, with the aim of providing a pool of investment for 
middle-income states.

■ The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which later became 
known as the World Trade Organization, with the aim of creating 
an international forum in which states can make trade deals and for 
international rules on trade.
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Collectively, these institutions and the principles on which they were founded 
(free trade) are known as the Bretton Woods System. This refers to the forums 
and institutions of global economic governance that states have put in place 
to manage the global economy. All three of these founding institutions still 
exist today, although they have been modified and their role has developed 
considerably.

In more recent decades, global cooperation on economic governance has 
focused on the following.
■ Poverty/development: the value of international coordination through the 

UN and other forums has progressed considerably. Developed states have 
increased spending on development. The Millennium Development Goals, 
agreed in 2000, represent the most coordinated effort by IGOs and states to 
work towards common development targets.

■ Free trade: there has been an increase in multilateral free trade agreements, 
most notably the Single Market of the European Union (EU) but also the 
North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between the USA, Canada 
and Mexico. The Trans-Pacific Partnership, agreed in 2016, established a free 
trade agreement between most countries of the Pacific Rim.

■ Single currency: the economic debate in the EU in the 1990s focused 
on developing a single currency, the euro. The euro came into circulation 
in 2002 and is now the currency of 19 of the 28 EU member states. 
While most economic global governance in global politics is entirely 
intergovernmental in nature, the Eurozone countries have agreed to strict 
economic rules and given up significant freedom to make economic 
decisions nationally (such as setting their own interest rates) to supranational 
institutions, notably the European Central Bank (ECB).

■ Forums: when international economic crises occur, there is a need for a 
forum for discussion and decision making to enable states to resolve, for 
example, global economic recessions. The global financial crisis of 2008 
posed a particular challenge for key economic IGOs, notably the IMF. In 
response to the crisis, the IMF dramatically increased the loans it makes to 
bail out failing economies.

Economic global governance involves many of the same actors as in other 
forms of global governance.
■ International governmental organisations: principally the World Bank, the 

IMF and the UN (including the UN Development Programme)
■ Informal intergovernmental forums: such as the Group of Seven/Eight 

(G7/8) and the Group of Twenty (G20), which include the world’s most 
industrialised states and the biggest global economic powers

■ Multinational corporations: privately owned companies that operate in 
more than one state

■ Multilateral forums: such as the World Economic Forum, which provides 
an opportunity for world leaders, IGOs, business leaders, non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs) and economists to discuss the challenges facing the 
global economy

The International Monetary Fund
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was one of the key global economic 
governance institutions agreed in 1944 at the Bretton Woods Conference. It 
became fully operational in 1947. Its headquarters are in Washington, DC. 
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Role
When the IMF was founded, its main role was to encourage stability 
in world exchange rates. During the Great Depression in the 1930s, 
many currencies were devalued, causing great uncertainty and 

ultimately deep economic recession. The IMF oversaw a system of 
fixed exchange rates, linked to the US dollar, which in turn was fixed 

to the price of gold. This system brought much increased stability and 
prevented unsettling fluctuations in the values of currencies. States and 

traders in the international financial system knew how much currency was 
worth and could make investments with a greater degree of stability, rather 

than being buffeted by variations in the value of a currency.
The fixed exchange rate system broke apart in 1971, when US president 

Richard Nixon abandoned the fixed link between the value of the US dollar and 
gold. The decision reflected a desire for the USA to have greater flexibility over 
the value of its currency.

Distinguish between

Fixed exchange rate and floating exchange rate
Fixed exchange rate
■ The value of currencies participating in a fixed exchange rate are tied to one 

currency (for example, the US dollar). 
■ If the US dollar rises in value, all the currencies tied to the US dollar will also 

match this rise.

Floating exchange rate
■ The value of a currency changes according to how much of that currency 

foreign exchange traders buy or sell.
■ Foreign exchange traders tend to invest in a state’s currency when the 

economy is doing, or predicted to do, well.

With the collapse of the founding purpose of the IMF, from the 1970s 
onwards, the IMF’s role changed to that which it retains today (see Table 4.1):
■ The IMF provides economic stability by giving financial support or loans 

to states that are suffering, or a likely to suffer, from debt crises. This has 
predominantly seen the IMF focusing on the developing world, but it has 
also made loans to developed countries. In 1976, the UK borrowed US$3.9 
million from the IMF as it struggled to deal with a deep financial crisis. More 
recently, Greece, Portugal and Spain have received IMF loans.

■ It monitors the economic outlook of both the world economy and individual 
member countries, including forecasting and commenting on potential 
threats and weaknesses.

■ It advises member countries on how best to manage their economies, 
particularly less developed member countries where technical economic 
expertise may be lacking.

Structure
The IMF has 189 member countries, therefore including the majority of the 
world’s states. Apart from very small states such as Andorra and Monaco, only 
North Korea is not a member country.

Key term

Debt crisis  When a state 
is unable to repay loans 
that it owes to financial 
institutions such as the IMF 
or private banks.

Exchange rate  The value or 
rate at which one currency 
is exchanged for another.
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A managing director leads the IMF. As of 2017, this is the former French 
Minister of Finance Christine Lagarde. The managing director makes frequent 
interventions and commentary on the global economy as a whole, and the 
economic fortunes of IMF member countries. During the 2016 referendum on 
the UK’s membership of the EU, the IMF and Lagarde provoked criticism from 
the Leave campaign by publishing a report a week before the referendum, 
predicting that Brexit would lead to increased inflation and reduce the UK’s 
GDP by 5.5%, pushing the UK into recession. Critics argued that this was an 
unnecessary interference in a decision that should have been left to the British 
people. On the other hand, others argue that the IMF acts as a useful additional 
source of economic advice and forecasting to help states and their populations 
make informed decisions.

Table 4.1 IMF functions

Functions How it does this

Surveillance 
and 
monitoring

Reviews country policies and national, regional and global economic and financial developments through a 
formal system known as surveillance. The IMF advises its 189 member countries, encouraging policies that 
foster economic stability, reduce vulnerability to economic and financial crises, and raise living standards. 

Lending A member country may request IMF financial assistance if it suffers or is likely to suffer a debt crisis — that is, 
if it lacks or potentially lacks sufficient financing on affordable terms to meet its net international payments 
(e.g. imports, external debt redemptions).

Capacity 
building

IMF experts provide training to member countries to help them manage their economy more effectively. For 
example, experts on tax collection may advise a state that is not taxing its population adequately on how to 
implement a fair and effective taxation system. It has established Regional Training Centres in Africa to help 
build expertise in Sub-Saharan African states.

Resources
The main source of the IMF’s financial resources comes from payments made 
to the Fund by its member countries. These so-called quotas broadly reflect 
members’ relative position and wealth in the world economy. The IMF increased 
the amount of funds available for lending to its member countries in 2008 in 
response to the global financial crisis, with member countries asked to pay more 
in their quotas. Box 4.1 gives an indication of the funds available to the IMF and 
where it has focused most of its lending.

The IMF has been criticised for being undemocratic, as voting power is 
weighted according to how much states contribute financially in the quota. This 
means that the most economically powerful states pay the most to the IMF and 
in return are allocated more power over decision making. 

One argument is that it is legitimate that those states which contribute 
the most have influence over how their contributions are allocated. Less 
economically powerful and less developed states argue that this leads to the 
powerful states dominating the goals, terms and conditions of the IMF’s lending. 

Box 4.1 IMF resources and current loans, 2016

The following is a list of IMF resources and current loans.

■ Additional pledged or committed resources: US$668 billion
■ Committed amounts under current lending arrangements (as of 9 August 2016): US$159 billion, of which 

US$144 billion has not been drawn
■ Biggest borrowers (amounts outstanding as of August 2016): Greece, Pakistan, Portugal, Ukraine
■ Biggest precautionary loans (amounts agreed as of August 2016): Colombia, Mexico, Morocco, Poland

Source: www.imf.org/external/np/exr/map/lending/
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Activity

Do the objectives and activities of the IMF conform more to a liberal or realist 
view of global politics? Draw up arguments for each view.

Response to crises
A key role of the IMF is to respond to financial crises that impact on one and 
often many states. The key aim is to try to keep afloat the economies that are 
suffering the most, and to prevent them collapsing or getting into so much debt 
that they are unable to pay it back. The other key aim in an interdependent 
global economy is to prevent a financial crisis from spreading to other countries.

Apart from the global financial crisis of 2008, the IMF has assisted with three 
other recent financial crises:
1 The Asian financial crisis (1997)
2 Emergency lending to Brazil (1998) and Argentina (2000) 
3 The Eurozone crisis (from 2008 onwards)

Structural adjustment programmes
When the IMF makes a loan to a member country that is in need, it is often 
conditional. Specifically, the state must undergo economic reforms to overcome 
the problems that led it to request help in the first place. 

For example, this might include:
■ cutting wasteful public spending and raising taxes, in order to eliminate the 

budget deficit
■ selling government-owned assets to private ownership, known as 

privatisation
■ increasing the amount of taxes that the state collects in order to help it pay 

for its own public services
■ reducing public sector wages

These initiatives are called structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) 
(see Table 4.2). A criticism of SAPs is that they make excessive demands on 
states, and that this infringes on state sovereignty, often imposing a Western-
driven idea of economic management along the lines of the Washington 
Consensus. In defence of SAPs, it is argued that states that have got 
themselves into financial difficulty should not be given unconditional loans 
and should have an incentive to prevent economic difficulty from recurring in 
the future.

SAPs have become so controversial that the IMF (and the World Bank) no 
longer uses the term ‘structural adjustment programmes’. Instead, the term 
‘poverty reduction strategies’ is often used.

Frequently, the IMF does not act alone in helping states with emergency 
loans. In the case of the Greek sovereign debt crisis (see page 12), the IMF 
worked in partnership with the ECB and the European Commission to agree 
a joint loan package. This three-way partnership was dubbed the ‘Troika’, and 
it required negotiation and agreement between the three institutions on the 
amount and conditions of the loans.

Key terms

Budget deficit  When a 
state spends more than 
it raises in revenue (for 
example, through tax 
revenue), it is said to be 
running a budget deficit.

Structural adjustment 
programme (SAP)  A 
programme of economic 
reforms usually following 
a neo-liberal agenda, 
including government 
spending cuts and 
privatisation, which is 
imposed on a state as a 
condition of it receiving a 
loan from the IMF.
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Table 4.2 Examples of SAPs

Member country Example of SAP requirement Impact of SAP

Pakistan ■ Increase the amount of taxes the central 
government raises in order to help ease 
government debt. In 2009, it was estimated 
that 3.2 million Pakistanis who owned multiple 
properties and bank accounts were not registered 
for paying tax.

■ Privatise the national airline and 67 other state-
owned companies that had accumulated losses 
amounting to billions of dollars. 

■ Removing tax breaks created progress, but the 
IMF assessed tax revenue collection in 2016 as 
still ‘below Pakistan’s potential’.

■ Pakistan received several new loans despite not 
making progress on privatisation.

Greece ■ Reduce public spending on government wages 
and welfare benefits. The Greek system of state 
pensions was costing 17.5% of Greece’s GDP.  
The Greek government was required to make  
€1 billion of savings through pension reforms 
alone.

■ The Greek Parliament voted in 2016 to approve 
reforms to income tax and generous state 
pension schemes. Greece’s governing anti-
austerity party, Syriza, proposed the reforms in 
the face of public protests. Pensions have been 
cut many times and are now estimated to be 
worth 25–55% less than at the beginning of the 
debt crisis.

The Greek government has faced fierce protests in response to its handling of the country’s 
economic crisis

Specific criticisms of SAPs include the following:
■ Economic reforms, such as privatisation, see an increase in corporate profits 

that are not necessarily shared with wider society.
■ Some developing countries saw increased prosperity, but an increase 

in inequality and child poverty, suggesting that the programmes 
disproportionately benefited the richest.

■ Tax rises can sometimes hit the poorest the hardest, particularly indirect 
taxation such as a sales tax, which poor people cannot avoid if they are 
going to continue to buy goods.

■ With many of the poorest working in subsistence activities or the informal 
sector (such as family-based farming for survival), reform of the formal 
sector of the economy (such as registered, profit-making companies) has 
little impact on improving their lives.
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■ Opening markets to foreign investors clearly aids in boosting foreign direct 
investment, but can also expose fragile economies to the effects of foreign 
economic crises.

■ There is a fundamental clash with state sovereignty, particularly if an SAP is 
at odds with the policies that a democratic government has been elected to 
implement.

Case study

The IMF and the Greece debt crisis
Greece has been a major recipient of loans from the 
IMF. The country had accumulated large debts in the 
international financial markets due to high public 
spending and low GDP growth. As the world banking 
system froze in response to the global financial crisis, 
heavily indebted Greece was unable to make repayments 
and defaulted on its debts.

The so-called ‘Troika’ of the ECB, the European 
Commission and the IMF decided that the impact of the 
Greek debt crisis could spread within the euro currency 
zone and a rescue package was needed. In 2010, the first 
package of €110 billion to Greece was approved.

In return, the Troika demanded that Greece implement 
austerity measures to reduce public spending and 
privatise expensive state-owned assets. The Troika 
negotiated a 50% reduction (a so-called ‘haircut’) on the 
amount Greece owed to private banks.

By 2014, with two bailouts and a deepening economic 
recession and rising unemployment, the anti-austerity 
party Syriza won a snap general election. This now 
pitched a legitimately and democratically elected party 

rejecting austerity measures against the Troika, which 
was demanding austerity measures as its condition 
for keeping the Greek economy afloat. This prompted 
attempts to renegotiate the conditions, and represented 
a unique clash between political and economic IGOs and 
state sovereignty. 

When renegotiations between the Syriza government and 
the Troika broke down, Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras called 
a referendum, asking the Greek people directly whether 
they supported the conditions of the bailout package. The 
people overwhelmingly rejected the package, by 61% to 
39%.

In 2015, Greece failed to make a payment to the IMF, 
the first developed country to fail to do so. Banks closed 
as fears grew that Greece would leave the Eurozone 
(so-called ‘Grexit’) and cash machines were limited to 
withdrawals of €60 per day. Ultimately, the imperative 
of preventing Grexit prevailed, with a new bailout deal 
agreed later in 2015 in order to keep the Greek economy 
afloat.

Debate

Is the IMF a force for good in the world economy?
Force for good
■ The IMF gives loans to states and helps to reduce their 

likelihood of falling into economic recession.
■ The IMF helps to prevent economic difficulties in one state 

from spreading to others.
■ Pooling of funds as a fundamental liberal idea for many 

states to contribute to helping those in need is a good thing, 
providing a clear framework for states to help each other.

■ The IMF provides an independent monitor of states’ 
economies, helping states to identify threats and 
opportunities.

■ The IMF helps to encourage states to reform their 
economies to an economic model that has delivered 
considerable economic growth in most developed states.

Not a force for good
■ The IMF forces states to comply with SAPs 

in a way that interferes with sovereignty. It 
relentlessly promotes a neo-liberal, Western-
dominated economic model.

■ SAPs do not benefit the poorest, but boost 
corporate profits and serve the interests of 
developed states. 

■ The IMF failed to predict and prevent the global 
financial crisis in 2008 by failing to challenge 
reckless lending and inadequate regulation of 
global financial institutions.

■ The IMF was unable to prevent the spread of 
the global financial crisis.
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Activity

Are the interventions that the IMF made in Greece and Pakistan an unjustifiable 
interference to state independence and sovereignty? Debate the arguments for 
and against.

The World Bank
The World Bank was founded at the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. Its 
headquarters are in Washington, DC. The founding objectives of the World 
Bank were, as the name suggests, to focus on reconstruction of states whose 
infrastructure and economies the Second World War had destroyed. Much 
of the Bank’s early work complemented the Marshall Plan, in which the US 
government funded reconstruction and recovery in war-damaged western 
Europe. 

Objectives
Gradually, as western Europe recovered both economically and in terms of its 
infrastructure, the Bank’s focus shifted to the developing world outside Europe. 
In the 1980s, the World Bank used SAPs as part of its conditions for lending 
(see page 10). However, it has since moved its focus away from encouraging 
economic reform to an emphasis on human and social development.

Within the World Bank there are two key institutions. 
1 The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development: provides 

loans and assistance to middle-income countries. Some of these loans 
include conditionality and elements of structural adjustment programmes 
(see page 10).

2 The International Development Association: provides loans to the 
poorest countries. These loans tend to have very low rates of interest and 
sometimes no interest at all.

The World Bank is the world’s leading organisation on development and 
poverty reduction. It focuses on the following:
■ It provides loans, technical and financial assistance to support reconstruction 

and development. It allocates US$20 billion of loans annually.
■ It has a growing emphasis on reducing poverty, linked strongly to the 

Millennium Development Goals and now to the Sustainable Development 
Goals. The overarching goal of the World Bank is to end poverty within a 
generation and boost shared prosperity.

■ It funds specific development projects (see Table 4.3).
■ It provides technical assistance to states, with this advice focusing on 

human and social development (in contrast to the IMF, where the technical 
assistance is focused on economic growth and management of public 
finances).

■ It carries out analytical work on development matters, which is made freely 
available to states and NGOs working on development, adding to global 
research on the factors that aid and impede development.

The World Bank Board agrees new loans, programmes, budgets and priorities. 
These decisions are then put to a member vote. There are 187 World Bank 
member states and membership of both the World Bank and IMF is linked 
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(states must first be a member of the IMF before being accepted to the World 
Bank).

As with the IMF, voting power is weighted according to the amount that 
states contribute to the Bank. The USA carries 16% of the voting power. No 
other state has more than 5% voting power.

The USA has traditionally dominated the Bank — every president since its 
creation has been a US citizen. The current president, Jim Yong Kim, spent his 
career prior to his presidency working on new treatments for HIV/AIDS and 
limiting the impact of tuberculosis.

Table 4.3 Examples of World Bank projects (2017)

Objective Country Project

Higher education 
in Africa

Eastern and 
southern 
Africa

US$140 million was invested in Higher Education 
Centres of Excellence in higher education 
institutions, to improve training and research 
in key sectors including health, education and 
agriculture.

Renewable energy 
and provision of 
electricity

Ghana The World Bank provided US$700 million for 
developing offshore natural gas resources in 
Ghana’s territorial waters, helping it to exploit 
natural resources and generate up to 40% of 
Ghana’s domestic power.

Reconstruction in 
Afghanistan

Afghanistan Since 2002, the World Bank has invested over 
US$3.3 billion for development and reconstruction 
in Afghanistan. This has been mostly through 
grants and no-interest loans, and many projects 
have been part-funded by the government of 
Afghanistan.

Effectiveness 
Since the World Bank’s focus has changed towards human development, and 
shifted away from a focus on SAPs, it has achieved considerable success in its 
aim of reducing world poverty:
■ Its programmes have contributed to the success of the Millennium 

Development Goal to reduce world poverty.
■ It focuses on direct grants to poorer states, rather than loans, which prevents 

the creation of additional pressures of debt on poorer states.

However, the World Bank does have its critics:
■ Its contributions are dwarfed by those of private investors, which amounted 

to as much as US$900 million for China and India in 2011. The World Bank’s 
resources reached only US$8 billion in the same year. Consequently, the 
World Bank should focus only on the poorest or most conflict-ridden states 
that are unattractive to private investors.

■ The imbalance in voting powers is outdated in an increasingly globalised 
world economy where rising powers, including Brazil, India and China, have 
less than a third of the voting powers of the USA.
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Distinguish between

The World Bank and the IMF
The World Bank
■ The World Bank emphasises ending extreme poverty.
■ It is focused on social and human development.
■ It provides grants to state governments for specific development projects. 

Most projects are funded through grants.
■ It provides technical assistance to states on specific development needs 

including health and education.

The IMF
■ The IMF emphasises global economic growth and economic stability. 
■ It assists state governments with loans, often to enable states to pay their 

debts to private banks.
■ It also provides technical assistance to states on how to manage their 

economy as a whole more effectively (macro-economic focus).

International trade
The desire for states to trade with each other has existed for centuries. At 
certain points in history, international trade was carried out by force. States 
aimed to conquer other territories in order to gain their resources or strategic 
position on key transport links for themselves. They frequently went to war 
in order to fight for control of resources. In the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, Great Britain and other powerful states acquired entire empires in 
order to maximise their economic output and control of strategic resources 
and territory. It was not until the late nineteenth century that states begin to 
negotiate formal free trade deals with each other in an attempt to bring order 
to international trade.

In the twentieth century, a clash of economic ideology between free market 
capitalism and the communist model dominated. The capitalist world organised 
its trade by creating the World Trade Organization (WTO) to act as a forum for 
agreeing international rules of trade. With the collapse of the Soviet Union in 
1989, capitalism seemed to have won the battle of economic ideas. The post-
war period saw a new enthusiasm for free trade agreements between states. 
Economic integration was deepest in western Europe with the creation of the 
European Economic Community and the Single Market.

In an interdependent world, states have therefore moved from challenging 
each other for economic power through force to making the most of their 
economic power and trading opportunities peacefully, through international 
agreements. 

Today’s economic global governance arrangements concerning world trade 
therefore push states to working together in a more liberal and cooperative 
manner. This should not be surprising, since the reality of international trade 
forces all but the most isolationist of states to work together because it is 
in their economic interest to do so. States may choose a particularly liberal 
approach, such as that demonstrated by EU states, which have given up 
significant sovereignty over matters of trade. Or they may choose a more 
protectionist approach, by entering into agreements but also trying to protect 
their own interests against competition from elsewhere in the global market. 

Key term

Protectionism  A state’s 
attempts to protect its 
own industries, via tariffs 
or restrictions, by trying to 
prevent competition from 
other states. 
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The World Trade Organization
The World Trade Organization (WTO) is the third of the institutions created 
at the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. Originally known as the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the WTO was created in 1994 and is 
responsible for agreeing the rules of trade between states. In the Second World 
War era there was no international forum for states to negotiate with each 
other, but there was a desire to simplify negotiations by creating a specific and 
permanent institution. 

Based in Geneva, the key goal of the WTO is to reduce barriers on trade in 
both goods and services, which usually include tariffs that states might impose 
on imports. The WTO is not the only means by which states can reduce tariff 
barriers — states are free to enter into agreements with one or more other 
states. What the WTO does offer is the opportunity to put together extremely 
comprehensive trade agreements that will involve nearly all international trade.

The WTO also:
■ checks that states are following trade agreements 
■ produces research on global trade and economic policy
■ helps to resolve trade disputes between states

The WTO has 164 member countries, less than both the IMF and the World 
Bank. The member states account for 97% of world trade. It can take years to 
go through the process of joining the WTO — Algeria applied to join in 1987 
and still has not become a full member. States currently applying to join include 
Iraq, Libya, Somalia and Sudan, all of which have recently seen a change in 
leadership. The EU is a member of the WTO and its member states are also 
members in their own right, but EU member states have to act together as a 
unified bloc.

Membership of the WTO involves both:
■ rights, such as the right to export to other countries
■ obligations, such as the need to limit restrictions on imports

The top-most decision-making body of the WTO is the Ministerial 
Conference, which meets every two years. Decisions are made by consensus and 
are binding, so every member has to agree to a trade deal or there is no trade 
deal.

The WTO operates on six key principles.
1 Non-discrimination: states should treat their trading partners equally and 

fairly, and should not discriminate between their own and foreign products.
2 More open: there is commitment to free trade in the sense of lowering 

trade barriers, such as import bans or quotas where the amount of imports 
is restricted.

3 Predictable and transparent: states should not raise trade barriers without 
warning or arbitrarily. A predictable system of international trade helps 
with stability and job creation, and allows for steady competition and lower 
prices. 

4 More competitive: states should not interfere in order to give themselves 
an unfair competitive edge, for example by subsidising exports that would 
otherwise be uncompetitive or unsustainable.

5 More benefits for less developed countries: allows scope for less 
developed countries to catch up and transition to becoming full participants 
in international trade.

Key terms

Subsidy  Financial 
assistance, usually from a 
state government, to boost 
or protect something that 
is sold in order to keep sale 
prices low and ensure that 
it remains competitively 
priced in foreign markets.

Tariff  A tax that is imposed 
on imports.
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6 Protection of the environment: environmental protection must be 
respected both nationally and internationally.

The WTO rules
At its simplest, the WTO is a set of rules that its members agree to abide by. 
The founding rules of the WTO, agreed in the original GATT in 1947, still stand 
today and have been added to in subsequent years, through specific negotiating 
‘rounds’. Every member must agree for the round to be successful. There have 
been nine negotiating rounds, some of which have taken many years to agree 
upon, the most recent being in 2001 (see Table 4.4). The WTO has not been 
able to agree a new set of rules since then.

Table 4.4 Examples of GATT and WTO rounds of agreement

Agreement Rules included and scope

General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT), 1947

45,000 tariff removals were agreed, which still stand today and impacted on US$10 billion 
worth of international trade.

Kennedy Round, 1962–67 Expanded the removal of tariff barriers worth US$40 billion. For the first time, this negotiating 
round dealt with an issue not related to tariffs — the issue of states ‘dumping’ products 
cheaply in other states to dominate the market in that state.

Uruguay Round, 1986–94 The longest successfully concluded negotiating round of the WTO. This was also the largest 
trade agreement of the WTO, as 123 countries were involved. The WTO was formally created 
in this round. There was a particular focus on reducing agricultural subsidies, although the EU’s 
system of agricultural subsidies, the Common Agricultural Policy, was largely unaffected.

Doha Round, 2001–date The current negotiating round of the WTO has been continuing since 2001. A so-called 
‘Development Round’, it was intended to make progress in widening free trade with developing 
countries. The talks are in gridlock due to disagreements over further reductions in agricultural 
subsidies, which developed states are defending in the face of a perceived threat from cheaper 
agricultural imports. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
has estimated the agricultural subsidies give an unfair advantage worth US$300 billion 
annually. The USA in particular has been criticised for not challenging its powerful farming 
lobby.

Criticisms and gridlock: the Doha Round
The failure of the Doha Round to reach agreement has raised criticism of the 
WTO’s effectiveness. Critics say that the powerful nations, including the USA 
and the EU, are blocking less developed nations and attempting to preserve the 
status quo for protectionist reasons. In recent decades, this has led the WTO to 
become gridlocked. 

Negotiations in the Doha Round have agreed improvements to customs 
procedure but reductions on agricultural subsidies remains a sticking point. 
The Doha Round was effectively abandoned without agreement in 2015. The 
Financial Times commented that ‘having failed to save Doha in the WTO, its 
members must now save the WTO from Doha’, referring to the risk that the 
failure to agree a new comprehensive trade deal since 2001 has put the entire 
framework and effectiveness of the WTO in jeopardy. Until new WTO efforts 
are made, states must resort to negotiating with as many other states as 
possible in order to agree further liberalisation of tariff barriers.

Other criticisms of the WTO include the following:
■ Political power resides with Western powers, and they tend to gain most 

from deals.
■ Decision making is biased towards those countries with large representation 

in Geneva.
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■ Workers’ rights and environmental protection (sustainable development) are 
disregarded.

■ The WTO is unable to make decisions quickly, its Ministerial Conferences are 
too infrequent and the need for consensus among all members further slows 
decision making.

The difficulties in reaching agreement at the WTO might be seen as the 
reason for states seeking to agree trade deals outside of the WTO (see Box 4.2). 
The Trans-Pacific Partnership and the agreement between the USA and the EU 
(the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership) are examples of states 
bypassing the WTO. 

Case study

The EU’s Common Agricultural Policy
The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is a central part 
of the EU’s trading arrangements. The CAP amounts to 
40% of the EU’s budget and is used to subsidise farmers 
to enable them to sell produce at low prices outside 
of the EU. Agricultural exports from the EU that would 
otherwise be uncompetitive are given huge EU subsidies 
to make them competitive.

The CAP is an example of economic protectionism, 
with the free market rules of supply and demand 
largely ignored. In normal free market circumstances, 
agricultural production would fall if demand falls. 
However, because farmers receive income from 
subsidies as well as sales, they are therefore able to keep 

producing even if demand falls. Critics of the CAP say 
this often results in waste and overproduction.

Critics also say that spending close to half of the EU’s 
budget on a small agricultural sector that represents less 
than 5% of the EU population is not defensible.

The biggest criticism is the impact on developing 
countries that are dependent on agriculture, but cannot 
compete with subsidised prices from the EU. Such 
dramatic intervention to manipulate the market and give 
unfair advantage to EU farmers also goes against the 
neo-liberal nature of international free trade.

Key term

Supply and demand  The 
idea that industry produces 
(supplies) enough goods 
or services to respond to 
the needs of the market 
(demand). If demand falls, 
then supply will fall in 
response. If demand rises, 
supply will increase to 
meet demand.

Distinguish between

Realism and liberalism on international trade
Realist view
■ International trade is essential for the economic growth of the nation-

state.
■ States should be free to make their own trade deals. Negotiating as a bloc 

of nations (for example, the Trans-Pacific Partnership) impacts negatively 
on state sovereignty.

■ States may sometimes need to protect their own vital national economic 
interests, for example through tariffs on imports that might otherwise 
harm key national industries.

Liberal view
■ International trade is essential for the economic growth of the nation-state 

and a force for good in the economic development of developing states.
■ States may benefit from negotiating trade deals in a bloc.
■ International laws that regulate trade mean that states have to stick to 

the rules and not change the terms of trade arbitrarily. This means that 
international markets are more predictable, stable and ultimately profitable 
for all.
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The Group of Seven/Eight
The Group of Seven/Eight (G7/8) is an informal forum that was founded in 
1975 after a successful ad hoc gathering in Paris of the finance ministers of 
the world’s six wealthiest economies (France, Italy, Japan, the UK, the USA and 
West Germany, the Group of Six). There is no formal application or criteria for 
membership — it can invite and expel who it likes. Canada became the seventh 
member in 1976. In 1997, Russia was invited to join and decided to accept 
(forming the G8), but was temporarily suspended in 2014 in response to its 
annexation of the Crimea (see Box 4.3). 

The G7/8 does not include all of the world’s major economic powers, with 
China a notable absentee. Instead, the group’s membership is made up of like-
minded historical Western allies. The Council on Foreign Relations has described 
the G7/8 as a ‘steering group for the West’. The group now meets annually to 
monitor and address developments in the world economy.

Informal forums like the G7/8 (and the G20, see page 22) are different from 
IGOs because of the following:
■ The G7/8 has no formal rules. The UN, by contrast, has the UN Charter, 

which clearly sets out its purpose and processes.
■ It can invite any states, IGOs or NGOs to its meetings. 
■ The members can choose to remove any of its members from meetings, if 

they are not invited by the presidency state to the meetings. In this sense, it 
has a flexible membership of like-minded allies.

Box 4.2 The World Economic Forum

The World Economic Forum (WEF) is an annual conference of world leaders, business leaders, IGOs, NGOs and 
economists held in Davos, Switzerland each January. The Forum allows all of these actors to contribute to setting the 
agenda for world economic issues. World leaders, for example, give key speeches setting out their government’s policies. 
In 2017, Prime Minister Theresa May spoke at the WEF in a bid to reassure the global economic community that the UK 
was open for business and would make a success of Brexit. 

Some criticise the Davos get-together of the great and the good of the world economy as elitist and out of touch. 
It does not have a set agenda and is more a forum for discussion than formal agreement. It is also seen as almost a 
celebration of the capitalist economic model, although China has nevertheless been attending since 1979.

Case study

The Trans-Pacific Partnership
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is a trade agreement 
between the states of the Pacific Rim, excluding China. 
The deal was agreed in 2016 in Auckland, New Zealand. 
It includes Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Malaysia, 
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam and the 
USA. Together, the member states amount to 40% of 
global GDP.

The agreement reduces tariff barriers to trade in the 
region, cutting 18,000 tariffs.

US President Donald Trump has pledged to ‘tear up’ the 
TPP, saying that it will cost US jobs. Critics of the TPP say 
that manufacturing jobs in the US may be lost to lower-
wage nations.

Those who defend the TPP say that it is creating a free 
trade zone and reducing economic protectionism by 
reducing tariffs on imports. It also unites the states in 
the region against the growing economic influence of 
China.
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■ It has no budget or supporting secretariat, unlike IGOs such as the UN or 
IMF. If its members want to take action that costs money, it is paid for (or 
not) by the individual member states.

■ The decisions it takes are not binding and rely on the individual will of the 
participating states to deliver on the commitments they have made.

■ There are no defined objectives. This allows it enormous flexibility in tackling 
any issues that matter to the presidency state and its members.

■ It is primarily a forum for world leaders to interact at an annual summit. 
Between the summits, the G7/8 drives little organised activity.

Box 4.3 G7/8 members

The current members of the G7/8 include:

■ Canada
■ France
■ Germany
■ Japan

■ Russia ( joined in 1998;  
suspended in 2014)

■ UK
■ USA

Representatives for the EU also attend. 

The presidency of the G7/8 rotates among members, with the presidency 
state hosting and organising the annual summit. Russia held the G7/8 presidency 
in 2014 but the meeting was cancelled due to the other members’ opposition to 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea. Japan held the meeting for the sixth time in 2016 
(see Table 4.5).

The meetings usually take place outside the capital city of the presidency 
country, often allowing the leaders to take advantage of a more informal and 
relaxed setting. During the UK presidency in 2013, members met at the remote 
Lough Erne estate in Northern Ireland. The previous year, US President Barack 
Obama hosted the G8 at Camp David, the president’s country retreat.

Performance and impact
The first observation about the G7/8 is that its impact on state sovereignty is 
very negligible. However, this also means that the extent to which its decisions 
are delivered or enforceable is similarly weak. 

Table 4.5 Agenda and outcomes of G7/8 meeting (2016, Japan)

Agenda item Outcome

Countering 
terrorism 
and violent 
extremism

The G7 leaders confirmed the G7 Action Plan on Countering Terrorism 
and Violent Extremism

Trade The G7 leaders reconfirmed the importance of free trade and their 
commitment to fight against protectionism. They confirmed to 
strengthen the multilateral trading system centred on the WTO and 
actively promote plurilateral negotiations within the WTO specific areas.

Refugee 
crisis

G7 leaders expressed unity and solidarity with Europe as it confronts a 
massive inflow of refugees. They agreed on the importance of short-term 
humanitarian assistance and efforts to address the root causes.

Russia and 
Ukraine

The G7 leaders confirmed their intent to call for full implementation 
of the Minsk agreements by all related parties and encourage Ukraine 
to conduct comprehensive domestic reforms, and to support Ukraine’s 
reform efforts.
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Significant decisions of the G7/8 include the following.
■ 2007: the Gleneagles Summit during the UK presidency — G8 leaders 

agreed to major debt cancellation to heavily indebted poor countries.
■ 2002: the G7 becomes the G8. This was the first meeting of the G8, having 

been expanded to include Russia. Russia is invited to host a G8 summit for 
the first time.

■ 2006: Russia hosts its first G8 summit in St Petersburg. Before the summit, 
other G8 leaders were critical of Russia’s record on human rights and Russia 
responded by criticising Western ‘colonialist rhetoric’. A key focus of the 
summit was energy security, including increasing dependence of other 
G8 members on Russian energy supplies. Early discussions were also held 
regarding Russia’s membership of the WTO, which was completed in 2012.

Criticism and pressure for reform
There are criticisms of the G7/8:
■ Its membership reflects an outdated vision of the world’s economic powers. 

The world’s second economic power, China, is excluded. Rising powers such 
as India and Brazil are also not included.

■ It is made up of a group of states that agree with each other. Expelling 
Russia in 2014 confirms this. There was no attempt to use the G8 as a 
means of negotiating or persuading Russia to pursue a different course. 

■ The scope for the G7/8 to achieve major breakthroughs is limited. The issues 
of the moment tend to dominate summits. The Syrian conflict, for example, 
dominated the UK’s hosting of the G8 in 2013. There is a sense that the 
G7/8 responds to events, rather than shapes them.

■ The G7/8’s flexibility and informal approach makes it difficult to hold its 
members to account for commitments made at the summits. 

Arguments for reform suggest that the G7/8 should widen its membership to 
include other significant emerging and established economic powers. Attempts 
have been made to broaden the G7/8 by including the so-called Outreach 
Five, consisting of Brazil, China, India, Mexico and South Africa. However, these 
attempts have been devalued by the existence of the G20, which already 

The European refugee crisis was 
high on the agenda of the 2016 
G7/8 meeting in Japan
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exists as a wider group and has become more powerful, taking a much more 
significant role in international efforts to address the global financial crisis, for 
example. 

In defence of the G7/8, it is argued that a narrower group of like-minded 
states is better able to come to agreement and take decisions.

Debate

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the G7/8 compared with IGOs?
Strengths
■ For realists, the G7/8 has little impact on state 

sovereignty. The forum never forces states to do 
things that they do not agree with.

■ Informality allows its members to focus on any issue 
of importance and to respond to the major issues of 

the moment.
■ A smaller number of member states prevents gridlock 

in decision making. By contrast, the WTO has a far 
larger membership but has been unable to agree a 
new trade deal for its members since 2001.

Weaknesses
■ The G7/8 meets less frequently, so it acts in bursts 

rather than consistently.
■ It is a forum for like-minded allies, rather than active 

problem-solving and resolving differences of opinion.
■ It is a forum for the richest and most powerful states 

to preserve their own interests.

■ It no longer reflects the states that are the most 
economically powerful.

■ There is little accountability — for example, there is 
no checking that states deliver on the commitments 
that they have made.

G20
The G20 was created in 1999 as a means of expanding the G7/8 to include a 
wider group of industrialised states and emerging economic powers. The stated 
objective of the G20 when it was founded was to be:

an informal forum that promotes open and constructive discussion between 
industrial and emerging-market countries on key issues related to global 
economic stability

Like the G7/8, the G20 began principally as a meeting of the states’ finance 
ministers. By the time of the 2008 global financial crisis, it had become the key 
annual forum for world leaders to meet and discuss global economic policy. 

Role and membership
Whereas the G7/8 can be criticised as being a narrow alliance of the oldest and 
most established economic powers, the G20 includes many emerging economic 
powers and a more geographically diverse range of states.

China, for example, is a key member of the G20 but is not a member of the 
G7/8, despite many economists predicting that its economy will overtake the 
USA’s as the largest in the world by around 2020. The so-called BRIC countries 
(Brazil, Russia, India and China), which have been experiencing rapid economic 
growth since the early 2000s, are included in the G20. A mixture of rising 
and established economies from South America (Argentina), Southeast Asia 
(Indonesia), the Middle East (Saudi Arabia) and Africa (South Africa) are included.

Key features of the G20 include the following:
■ Its membership represents both established and emerging economies which, 

together, account for almost two-thirds of the world population, more than 
four-fifths of gross world product and three-quarters of world trade.  
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■ The G20 also has the key economic IGOs attend all of its meetings (see 
Table 4.6). All of the Bretton Woods institutions attend, along with the UN 
and the EU. This is very different to the G7/8, where only the EU is a regular 
additional member in attendance.

■ Meetings usually take place every year, with a rotating presidency, as is 
the case for the G7/8. The presidency state has considerable power over 
which additional states or other international organisations it invites and the 
agenda for that year’s summit.

■ The agenda for G20 meetings has become increasingly broad, extending 
beyond purely economic matters. Climate change and global terrorism, for 
example, have featured on recent G20 agendas.

Table 4.6 Attendance at the 2016 G20 summit in Hangzhou, China

G20 member states G20 IGO members Additionally invited to this summit

■ Argentina 
■ Australia
■ Brazil
■ Canada
■ China
■ The EU (see next column)
■ France
■ Germany
■ India
■ Indonesia
■ Italy
■ Japan
■ Mexico
■ Russia
■ Saudi Arabia
■ South Africa
■ South Korea 
■ Turkey
■ UK
■ USA

■ The EU, represented by the ECB and the 
European Commission

■ The IMF
■ The World Bank
■ The UN
■ The WTO
■ The OECD
■ The Financial Stability Board

■ African Union President
■ Egypt
■ Kazakhstan
■ Laos
■ Senegal 
■ Singapore
■ Spain
■ Thailand

Changing role
The G20 has recently been seen to be a more influential actor in economic 
global governance than the G7/8. During the global financial crisis of 2008 it 
was the G20, rather than the G7/8, that led the response to the crisis of the 
world’s most powerful economic states (see Getting you started, page 4). 

The following factors have made the G20 the more effective informal forum:
■ The G20 is a balance between traditional, historic economic powers (such 

as France, the UK and the USA), newly emerged economic powers (such 
as China, Brazil and India) and emerging economic powers (Argentina, 
Indonesia). This makes the G20 more effective, as it is neither too exclusive 
(a weakness of the G7/8) nor too comprehensive (a weakness of the WTO) 
to be able to make decisions. 

■ The membership also includes more states that do not always agree 
with each other. This enables the G20 to be more of a forum for dispute 
resolution and problem-solving than the G7/8, whose members broadly 
agree with each other on most matters and have expelled a member (Russia, 
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in 2014) with whom the majority did not agree. Thus, the G20 is a forum for 
influencing climate change, where newly emerging economies such as India 
have very different views to more established economies. It can be argued 
that this makes the G20 more useful.

■ The G20’s inclusion of and partnership with the major Bretton Woods 
economic IGOs has significant benefits. It provides the most powerful 
world economies with a dedicated means of influencing these IGOs and 
coordinating action on economic matters between states and IGOs.

■ The widening of the G20 agenda to include non-economic matters provides 
another international forum for dispute resolution and influencing. It also 
provides world leaders from a more diverse range of states (than, for 
example, the UN Security Council) with a dedicated forum in which to build 
personal relationships and, occasionally, to make joint statements on issues 
ranging from the plight of refugees to global terrorism, which can set the 
global agenda.

■ The G20 has taken decisive action on both economic and non-economic 
matters. It played a central role in agreeing that states would inject 
significant amounts of government money into banks to ensure they did 
not collapse and could lend to each other again during the global financial 
crisis. It has also taken action to ensure that the wealthiest states and IGOs 
work together, in order to prevent and more tightly regulate bank accounts 
funding terrorists.

Criticisms
The G20, however, is not without its critics, who state the following:
■ It has become a focal point for anti-capitalist protests. These protests were 

particularly significant in the early 2000s. Protesters regularly targeted 
summits for large-scale demonstrations, including violent protests in 
London during the 2009 summit. The grievances protesters raise range from 
demanding action from heavily industrialised states on climate change to 
the lack of regulation in the world banking system and the prevention of 
excessive bonuses.

■ G20 summits conclude with a communiqué (see Box 4.4) agreed by each 
state in attendance. There is sometimes criticism that G20 outcomes are 
‘watered down’ or ‘lowest common denominator’ — in other words, they 
are the best that each state present could agree upon. Furthermore, there is 
criticism that states cannot be held accountable for the decisions or actions 
that are agreed at G20 summits.

Box 4.4 Summary of final communiqué from the 2016 G20 summit in Hangzhou, China

The summary of the final communiqué from the 2016 G20 summit included:

■ responding to populist attacks against globalisation
■ reducing tax evasion by working with the OECD to identify tax havens
■ reducing protectionism
■ agreeing action to boost economic growth
■ support for refugees
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Distinguish between

The G7/8 and the G20
The G7/8
■ The G7/8 is dominated by the North American (USA/Canada) and western 

European nations and is therefore outdated.
■ It is an alliance of like-minded states, which has the power to expel those 

that it disagrees with.

The G20
■ The G20 has wider membership, reflecting a broader range of economic 

powers, both established and emerging.
■ It is broader geographically, including African, South American and Asian 

countries.
■ It is better able at and more relevant when dealing with major economic 

crises, such as the 2008 global financial crisis.

What you should know

Having read this chapter, you should have knowledge and understanding of the following:
■ Global economic governance efforts began with the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. Since then, the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and World Trade Organization (WTO) have been the principal 
means of coordinating efforts to bring about global economic development, promote free trade and reduce 
poverty.

■ The WTO at one time worked effectively to reduce trade barriers and protectionism. As it has grown larger, it 
has become more difficult to find global agreement on further extending global free trade.

■ The IMF provides an essential safety net for states when they get into economic difficulty. States are working 
together to ensure that they limit the wider negative impact of states’ economic difficulties. The IMF has 
sometimes been criticised for demanding that states comply with their recommendations in return for loans, 
creating a clash with state sovereignty.

■ There is still a divide between the richest and the poorest states. Global inequality between states and within 
states is rising. World-systems theory argues that the richest states are trapping the poorer states in a cycle 
of dependency, which prevents poorer states from catching up.

Further reading

Collier, P. (2008) The Bottom Billion, Oxford University Press.
Easterly, W. (2007) White Man’s Burden, Oxford University Press.
Moyo, D. (2010) Dead Aid, Penguin.
Sachs, J. (2005) The End of Poverty, Penguin.
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Exam focus

Short-answer questions
 1 Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the International Monetary Fund.

 2 Analyse the extent to which the World Trade Organization is no longer fit for purpose.

 3 Examine the claim that the G7/8 and G20 are more effective than formal international governmental 
organisations.

Long-answer questions
 1 To what extent do you agree that economic global governance is failing when it is needed most?

 2 Evaluate the claim that there is a link between globalisation and poverty.

 3 To what extent are nation-states better able than other actors in global politics to solve the challenges of 
economic globalisation?
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